I'm Anti-Racism vs I'm Not Racist

As we look out at what's going on in our country, just about every person we speak to fully understands that this is not ok. People are listening, but listening is not enough. People need to be ready to begin to create real change. Real change is impossible without some level of shared understanding of the foundational problems that have to lead us to where we are today. Real change is impossible without talking about the bricks of racism with which our institutions, societal norms, and systems have been built. We have an opportunity as a people over the coming days and months to take the energy, enthusiasm, and even some of the chaos and to turn it into the inflection point where America begins to honor its ideals and to live up to its promise. Students will leave this talk—led by John Jay Alum Evalaurene Jean-Charles, founder of Black on Black Education—with actionable steps on being anti-racist and creating real change.

Thursday, October 29 | 5:30-6:45PM

Register here to get the Zoom information